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Deliverables for CSRC

Research:

- Longest process to get up and running from logistical standpoint
- Access to ECG warehouse has been slow but finally underway
- Need to now focus on non-warehouse related topics

Initially, CSRC was set up so companies can pool data which would allow for more robust, lower individual costs to examine key CV safety issues – this has not occurred to the extent anticipated
Deliverables for CSRC

- **White Paper Writing Group**
  - First effort (QT oncology paper) slow to start – but we learned from our mistakes especially with publications strategy
  - Now we have several publications and more expected in the next few months
  - Need to identify new topics
  - Needs to identify leaders to take on projects
Think Tanks

- This wasn’t part of initial vision for CSRC
- Developed out of our first CV safety meeting
  - Now we use these to bring together experts and publish outputs as white papers
  - Allows for broad based opinions to be expressed
  - Sets direction for research, registries, and other endeavors
- Need ideas (e.g., Pediatric CV safety) soon given time it takes to plan these events
Going Forward

What are key areas that we should focus on? — and submit your ideas

Is a white paper, research, think tank or combination of these most appropriate?

How do we engage additional individuals not only to participate — but to lead projects?
Backups
Additional Topics for Research?

Additional Topics for White Papers?

Additional Topics for Think Tanks?
How do we better engage people to lead projects?

Has there been sufficient logistical support for projects?

What have been identified as deficiencies/roadblocks in the process?